TOP 5 TAKEAWAYS
UNFOLLOW YOUR PASSION:

HOW to Tap Your Creative Skills to

See Your Work in A Whole New Way

We were looking for some straight talk from Terri and… we got it! There were so many great take away’s from this
talk. We’ve shared ours below. But… don’t just take our word for it. Check out her on-demand session and let us
know what really spoke to you.

DEBUNK THE “WE’D BE HAPPIER IF WE WERE…” MYTHS. The ones around talent,

inspiration, motivation and passion. We give way, way too much credit to “talent” and “skill” often
gets the short stick – but SKILL gives your ability, your talent, your passion a place to show itself.

MINDSET MATTERS – FIXED VS GROWTH. People that believe their passion is “fixed”
are more likely to curtail other interests and give up when things get tough. Learn the value of a
growth mindset with tips and tools to get you there.

THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU DO IN AN ENTIRELY NEW WAY. Do you think about what

you do as a job, career, or a calling? Terri provides tools to help you assess were you are… and help
on HOW to get where you’d like to be.

CREATIVE PRACTICE MATTERS. Even more than inspiration and motivation. We need to

be bored sometimes – boredom isn’t a problem. It’s potential.

WE NEED TO TAP INTO OUR INSIGHTS AND INTUITION. Terri takes us through a

quick exercise to help us understand what we can do to bring more of ourselves to the work we
do. And to stop focusing on feedback to “fix” but instead give attention to what we do best.

Watch This Digital Session Now!

Pre Order Terri’s Book NOW & Get EXCLUSIVE BONUS CONTENT
The Unsubscribe Yourself Mini Course

In this exclusive video series, you’ll lay the groundwork for creating the life and work you want by unhooking yourself from other
people’s agendas, expectations, and off-the-rack advice (that never fit right anyway).

Write Your Next Chapter GUIDE

Writing things down is a critical part of my process. This printable journal will walk you through how I use the page to discover,
explore, and create what’s next.

...And More!

